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Intelligent Video Surveillance Solution
Redefining surveillance
Today, surveillance is all pervasive, cutting across various industries. The associated technology is transitioning from standalone and analog video to networked (IP) and digital video. The intelligent video surveillance solution from Mindtree offers comprehensive IP video surveillance software products which are capable of addressing small, medium and large installations.

**Gladius Video Management Software**

Gladius Video Management Software (VMS) is a comprehensive open platform video surveillance solution that is ideal for small, medium and large-sized installations. Gladius is ONVIF compliant and it also supports a wide range of industry-leading IP cameras and encoders of leading manufacturers. This enables the system to scale up and adapt to the changing needs of the user.

**Key features**

- Client-server distributed architecture
- Windows desktop client
- Touch ready
- Scalable from 16-1000 cameras
- Smart video streaming
- Supports surveillance on the go: anytime, anywhere access from mobile devices
- Failover servers to ensure high availability and uptime of system
- Supports bookmark feature as an investigation tool
- Large portfolio of Mindtree Video Analytics available as plug-in module
- Standards based – ONVIF, RTSP, HTTPS
- System health, storage statistics and incident summary report
- Seamless integration with third party devices

**SecureMind – Integrated with Lenovo | EMC**

Mindtree’s SecureMind Surveillance Manager is a feature-rich application that is preinstalled on the Lenovo | EMC network storage device. This offers end-to-end monitoring, recording, playback and export solution for small enterprises, supporting up to 48 cameras. The open platform architecture enables the software for future expansion. SecureMind can be scaled up to large distributed enterprise by seamlessly integrating with Mindtree’s ManageMind CMS software.

The software offers retail and banking sector the flexibility to add-on video analytics applications like people counter and heat maps. This helps improving business operation. The easy search option quickly locates incidents and allows to export video sequence as proof of evidence.

**Key features**

- ONVIF 2.01 compliant
- Search and playback with timeline view
- Unexpected activity within specific regions alert
- Video surveillance solution up to 48 cameras
- Supports video loss, scene change detection and camera occlusion alerts
- Integrated with more than 15 brands of cameras
- Direct VGA monitor support in addition to web client
- Two way audio and relay I / O integration
- Secure recordings
- Supports monitoring and playback through mobile device
- Supports up to 17 languages
ManageMind CMS/Cloud is an advanced open platform central management station for large installations of up to thousand cameras. The software supports central management of distributed sites, enabling the operator to effectively monitor and manage large video surveillance installations.

The distributed installation which consists of CPE (Customer Premise Equipment) like IP cameras and Lenovo | EMC storage appliance with SecureMind application can be managed locally as well as centrally by the user. ManageMind CMS is a highly reliable and scalable option with several integration possibilities. This enables the user to create a unique security solution.

Audio and video analytics

The audio and video analytics software provides timely alerts to make surveillance systems more proactive, accurate and efficient. Mindtree has developed unique low complexity algorithms that are accurate and can run real-time on standard platforms for segments like retail, banking and transportation.

Key features

- Works in real-time
- Less complex and patent pending algorithms
- High accuracy video analytics solution
- User defined rules and regions of interest
- Integrated with Gladius VMS for web based configuration and alarm management
About Mindtree
Mindtree is a global information technology solutions company with revenues of over USD 435 million. Our team of 13,000 experts engineer meaningful technology solutions to help businesses and societies flourish. We enable our customers to achieve competitive advantage through flexible and global delivery models, agile methodologies and expert frameworks.

ManageMind Video Analytics Solution

ManageMind Video Stitching Application:
- Mindtree patented Video Stitching algorithm
- Stitches the video output from two to four cameras placed either horizontally or vertically in real time.
- Works both with co-located and stereo-view cameras
- Seamless integration with Mindtree VMS or a 3rd party VMS

ManageMind Heat Maps Application:
- People density in different isles – indicating green / yellow / red
- Identifies areas that needs attention
- Provides an input for reviewing store planning, suggesting places for promotion merchandizes
- Embedded directly in Axis IP CCTV cameras

Our products and service offerings

Products
- Gladius Video Management Software (VMS)
- SecureMind Surveillance Manager
- ManageMind CMS and CMS Cloud
- ManageMind Audio & Video Analytics Software

Services
- Consulting
- Licensing and customization
- Third party integration
- Infrastructure management